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KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
Art & Design 
Year7 – 2D Studies (Half Term 1)
Topic: Food

Key Knowledge 
DEVELOP ideas: AO1
You will learn to:
 Describe artworks using the Formal Elements
 Identify key facts about Islamic Art and the work of 

MC Escher
 To use symmetry to create patterns/designs 

informed by your research
 How to explain connections between artist research 

and your own work.

EXPLORE ideas: AO2
You will learn to:
 Use tools and materials to convey different linear 

qualities 
 Use tools and materials to convey different and 

textural qualities 
 Collage: Tracing, cutting, and assembling.

RECORD ideas: AO3
You will study approaches to drawing which focus on:
 How to observe
 How to use line in a varied way for descriptive effect
 How to analyse shape and proportion
 How to see positive and negative space and use this 

to check accuracy
 How to suggest form and texture through mark-

making such as cross-hatch.
 How to record thoughts/observations in annotation
PRESENT ideas: AO4
You will learn to:
 Use a sketchbook to layout work in a coherent way
 To compose imagery using pattern/ tessellation

1. Medium The materials and 
methods used to make a 
piece of art or design e.g
paint 
(Plural = media)

2. Line Line is the path left by a 
moving point. Lines can 
vary in thickness, length 
and direction to convey 
different qualities.

3. Shape A line which meets itself. 
A shape is flat and has no 
depth (2D). It can be 
regular like a circle, 
square or triangle, 
or irregular

4. Texture The way something feels 
or looks like it feels.

5. Observation The power to see clearly 
or take notice of 
something

6. Scale The physical size of an 
artwork or objects in the 
artwork.

7. Proportion the different sizes of the 
individual parts that 
make up one object and 
how they relate to each 
other

8. Tessellation an arrangement of 
shapes closely fitted 
together in a repeated 
pattern without gaps or 
overlapping

9. Composition How the formal elements 
are laid out to create a 
visually pleasing artwork 

10. Tone The lightness or darkness 
of colour. This can be 
used to suggest 3D form.

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES: examples of excellence

Motor Skills 2: Mark Making

Motor Skills 1: Line Qualities
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